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IN OUR 79th YEAR

Divelbiss Is Speaker At Cub
Pack 145 Father-Son Dinner

11 ents are used, they are Listed in
the order of prederrenence.
if .taeeen produets are. labeled as
•n sech.
Wes Helten cited the case of
•
meats • sold
across
xi barbecued
'Ines 'as an instance stiowmeticulous rrian.ner in
1- ng the
service operates. The
ta whit 'he
USDA's Meat Inspection Divisrecently ruled that eneats
tie on
roasted in barbecue
tie baked... or •
cann A be labeled "bar-A
in eiuce
becu ed." To carry that term,
meats must have been cocked
derect heat of a hardeel by the
tire or it ceede.
red wood
Men meuxi standards have been
ut
set up for miny meet produces,
*aid Miss Helton

•oday have many interests, more
so than Khen he was a boy,
welch keep the children away
Irom home for lung. periods.
School keeps the child away from
home while he is in his younger
years, then other interests enter
his life.
He told the boys that the ages
two to fourteere-were important
because habits formed in this
period tend to stay wi h them,
also their generincharacter is
set.
•• Diveliaiss urged the boys to
work hard during their Cub
Scout days to prepare themselves
for the Boy Scouts and life
afterwards.

nk.

ivestock Co.
T REPORT
iday at 2:00 O'clock
D. L. Divisible.
D. L. Divelbiss spoke to ape
proximately forty Cub Scouts of
Pack 145 and their ?ethers last
night at the annual father-son
banquet of the pack.
Divelbiss complimented t h e
pack on its feet growth. although
it Is a new pack. He brought
out the point that in this modern
day, fathers have little time tei
spend with their .sons, so the
banquet se r v ed as a good
medium whereby fathers could
be with their sons.
He told the group that children

March 18, 1958

$22.00-25.70

tears

er Cattle, . • . 18.00-21.00
20.00-27.00
17.00-19.00
10.00-16.50
19.75 down
30.50
28.80
26.30
1.00-22.60

He reviewed his life as a boy
on the farm and compared the
life of today to show the buys
while great opportunities are in
store for a Cub Scout of today.
He urged the fathers to stick
with their sons in their various
efforts, and told the boys to
remember the help they were
receiving from their fathers.
Following his talk, a film was
shown, of the Boy 'Scout Jamboree held at Valley Forge.
Cubmaster John Sammons presided at the meeting. which was
opened and closed with prayer.
A flowering plant was presented to each den to take to their
Den Mother as a token' of appreciation.

•

FRANKFORT 41, — Circulars year old woman ex-convict who
supporting Goy. A. B. Chandler posed as a man for two years
for the Democratic nomination was hied in Wake county Jail
for president of. the United States tecley on a lederel charge of
in 1960 were passed out in both in'erstate transportation of stolen'
the House and Senate galleries property.
The FBI, which had spent a
Friday night during the final
hours of the 1958 legislative year searching for .a thief theybelieved was a Man, announced
session.
Boyd Cole, a Louisville in- Friday that Geraldine. Gra ce
surance agent, distributed the Moore had been arrested here.
At the time of her arrest
handbills, which bore a large
she was living as a woman
picture of the governor.
Several of :he bills reacted and ..orating a small grocery
:he floor of the House, during on the outskirts of ,he city:
As John Leigh Moore Jr., she
a lunch recess. Representatives
of the anti-Administration faction had worked for two years in
the heme off:ce of :he J. P
objected.
Rep. Paul'Huddleston (D-War- Stevens Co. in Greensboro.
It was "John LeIgh Moore
renitook the floor on a point
of personal privilege. "I am not Jr." that the FBI had sought
aggrieved. I am amused," Hud- in connection with the theft
of checks from the big textile
dleston said of the circulars.
Chandler was a candidate for °firm. The FBI said that she had
the Democratic nomination 1958 stolen seven checks and that
but received little support at she and an accomplice had taken
the Democratic National Con- the checks to Greenville, S. C..
vention at Chicago, except from where they were cashed.
Greensitoro police had arrested
the Kentucky delegation.
"John Leigh Moore Jr." in March,
1957, on a forgery charge. The
woman, still posing as a man,
posting $1,000 bond and disappeared.
NEW YORK (tle — A rake
Police Lt. H. D. Neal, who
Friday night angrily set aside arresteci the "man," said that
a jury verdict awarding $30,000 he had "assumed" at the .,time
to a Boston attorney who had that Moore was a man. He
sued Winthrop Flockeeeller Jr. said he would not be able to
and hes termer wife Bobo for say for certain that the wornan
counsel fees allegedly owed rem. arrested here was "John Leigh
State Supreme Court Justice Were Jr." anti' federal officers
Samuel Geld also startled the brought her to Greensboro.
courtroom by tongueetashing the
BAKt SALE MONDAY
seven rnon and five %Icemen who
reached the unanimous Verdict
The -Murray Training School
in basor of Joseph
•
In The court's opinion it Senior Class is having a bake
would be a travesty of justece sale on Monday, March 24 in
to find in behalf of the plain- front of she Belk-Settle Company. The sale will start at
tiff," Gold said to the jurors.
"You look like an intelligent 9:(0) o'clock with cookies and
jury, but you didn't act hke candies of all kinds being sold.,

MURRAY POPULATIPN 10,100

•
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Tighter Purchasing Control Is
Vetoed By City Council Last Night
Proposal Not Sufficiently
Clear Some Councilmen Said

P

A discueeion on the puratiaeing technique of the city, was
held la-.4 night at 'he regular
mese:ng of the Murray Oety
Council,, which accounted f o f
about 4e hour of the three
hour meeting.
Suet StaRs, chainnian if the
pu reti eng ce men:tee* presented
a
an to the ceuncil vehtdh
weetie
govern
purcaleses
all
made by the clay.
The plan caned for routine
operating ptthchia.,es to continue
as at the present time, henvever
purchase; ef $20.00 or ov er
would undergo scrutiny of his
c-rnrnietee which ,would have
'he power of vetoing the parchaise

Judge Sets Aside
Verdict Of Jury

%iceman C. oper and Representative_
Gregory in regard
to Federal A:d to chief to help
repair w:neer damage to streets.
-Ohs w - WA also provide an impetus to Employment, Ellis said
in the telegram. The council
inprocel 'he acticn of Mayor
Betts arid urged that he f Aline
his teleorarri up other adien.
The council was also informed
that the telephone cerripany is
desirous ef inetalleng pay teleh nes In certain areas in town.
One area is near the Peoples
Rank and ante her near Parker's
lrecery.
Winifred Allison was elected
as a fireman to replace C'iarence
Bennett who has submitted his
resignation which 'is effective as
if April 30.
' Mayor Holmes Elks publicly
thanked the elaily Ledger and
Times ler their coverage of Cry
a Ifisiss.

A. lengthy discussion developiii. wheel untied in the voting
down of. the proposal. Main
point of contention apparently
was the difficulte in deciding
just what are routine purchases
for o‘quow1....cottraiacm„...a4acL -whomshiyuld be celled attention to
the purchasing committee.
Oppeenerets
of :he
propcsal
breught out the peht that MAI
EASTER SIN MAE -Mrs. Mamie Eisenhower hoists a sheet
zerreneetees in .
ctiarge of t ii e
of Easter Seals and an album of Easter Seal greetings,
various city de-pa re. merles, discusbrought to her at the White House by that cute little girl,
Johnny Sanderson has been ! pastor, Rev. T. A. Thacker, eviii
sed all purchase; before they
who is this year's Easter Seal Child She is Mary Lynne
churn as Youth Week pestor ofI administer
ordinance
the
of
were made, and if any doubts
Dannuck of Yuma. Ariz. The album of greetbngs represents
Memorial Baptist Church.*oath Swam -4o viscera
converts.
arose, they were then brought
art work of crippled children. tot whose benefit Easter
Week will begin !geode 1.3•
SUEVEn41141111
s
csit Yal•an fabled* an the baseGold gpastad - lantana kaiiaa.
bete
he full council anyway.
Morsel*mud sawidpkoto)
Seals ars wild each yearPARIS
—Frame's Alpreme
continue through Sunday,
ment at the church Wig follow non a melon by former 'FedSea% explained that the only
count
Tthursdiay
By JAMES R. RENNEISEN
night
the service All youth are invit- eral Judge S i m a n
reversed
purpose of the proposal was to
take an active step to save the Lnited Press Staff Coreespond•rit
The young men selected to ed and refreshments will be Rockefeilers attorney, that the the convictions and consequent
FRANKFORT 5ff — True to
award be set aside as "again.st death sentences of !VA:, - 16-yeare..y money.
serve as isastor is the son of served.
The Wednesday prayer meet- the evidence and the we.glat of old Algerian g:rki accused of Friday's complete record follows neth Galloway and oeby boy. . The way was left open for toadition. state legislators rushed
Mr and Mrs. Voris Sanderson
through a flood of bills in the
parric.paeinge in rebel bornb atvste, reede on West Main Street. ing well be led - by the Youth e vIttcitee."
Census
e 32
601 Pine, Benton; Mr. Cletus Mr. Stalls to make anothsr pro- closing hours
of the 1958 session
Sax. who had smiled broadly tacks on two Algiers football
to
posal
he
cesencel
The seventeen year old senior Week pastor and youth of the
however.
Adult Beds' .
65
Lamb, Rt. 2, • Kirksey.
The way the matter is pres- befOre the General Assembly adof Mornay High School is active church. Thursday evening t h e when the award was announceo, eta:Luau a year ago. The court
Emergency Beds
33
Patients
dismissed
March
from
ently intuited is that eseh corn- jeurned late Friday night!
in church lite a• Memorial. In young people will meet at the listened :n gloom as Gold fumed overruled a Dec. 22 decision by
Patients Acknitted
3•
19, to March 21, 1958:
le eh chambers worked
es
addle:ion in being secretary for church and attend in a group at the )ury: "The testimony of an Algiers ewer court on techPatients Dismrissed
0
Mrs Edgar Wilk:neon, 308 So. melee °enters on punahiases for iehly with the House
4
Regional
Conference
hie department. 'Any item whleti
un the plan fl is so inherently in, nocrat gruunds. The girls. Whose
his Sunday School clams and the
New Tetizers
16th: Mrs
2
DretY
Oaapvr.
Sci.
rearly 40 bills and killing six
wore
werittheld,
must Patients admited from Wednes- 16th; W P. Huse
regelres expenileure is brought
participating in the Young Pea- World Missions . which will be cred.bie that it cannot overcome names
Rt.
4;
Mts.
F.enate measures. wh•le the Senpie's- Treating
Union, he Is cant:Waled at F i r st Baptiet documentafy truth and the oth- stand heal again.
day 9:30 a.m. to Friday 9:00 a.m Ar hur Todd. Rt. 1, Lynn Grove; ti the attennon of the c, uncil rte passed 30 measures.
•
counsellor for the Royal Arnbas- Church- by the. General Associa- er testimony offered on behalf
Mrs. R. P. Stubblefield, Rt. 5; Wm. M. Barker. 107 No. 12th.; ter diecueeion.
The House adjourned at 11:21
LOUD INTRUDERS
tion isf Baptiste in Kentucky.
of the defense."
Any itern costing as much a:
esee soden oryeaniza ti on.
Moss Ka'hy
Nancilynn
Mrs. WiLard Duncan, Rt. 1 DexI. m. c.s.l. and 'he Senate folThe climax of Youth Week
Sax had sued Rockefeller and
EAST WIND HAM, Me. —.9' College Station, Mrs. W. B. Mc- ter; Martin Bailey, Jr.. Kt.
aueneaticably
is
breught
3500
t.
Other officers who will be
lowed suit seven minutes later.
2:
serving include, James Jackson, will be Sunday. March 30. The Bob, for $100.000 he said they Phelip Grattan) caught three Gehee. Rl. 4 Hickman; Mrs. Ru- Mrs. Hatford Orr, Rt. I. Hazel; Ihe attention of the ceunc.1 beThe House, by a vote of 76
w provides that bids to
Jimmy
Graham. Jerry
Key, general otfices; of Sunday School owed him for helping them youetis who broke Into his etore. dell Parks, 914 Syscameire: Chars Mrs. ale D. &Lott. 209 Wood- cause
4 vote, approved and sent
Charles Fnzzell. David Hogan! will be tilled by youth and all reach the record five-m.1110a- The sounds they made reached les Sawyer.. 1610 Miller; Mrs land; Miss Lagenza Darnell, Re. muse be taken on purchases of te Gov. A. B. Chandler
for his
as tethers. Serving a., Deacons, advert chasses will be taught by cicAlrer settlement that Winthrop his home through an arraA.fying Wiltam Wade ,Joseph end baby 1, Farnangten, Miss Linda Gru- this size.
signature a bill for a constituthem.
The
young
gave
Anther
people
13cee
will
their
system
upon
divorce.
item
he
had
which
set
took
Dwight
up.
up
Wilkerson,
buy, Re. 2, Kanksey, Mrs Ken- gete. Kt. I, Alrho;
chairman
tional amendment on payment of
several minutes was the appear- a veterans bonus.
Jamie Overton. 014.rk. Jimmy usher for both services and wit'
tee
the
general
effices
ance
of
of
Hugh
TrainMay,
representing
Robert, deacon of the week.
The amendment, which will be
a ma ric r.ig meter firm. The city in the 1959 November
Sunday. School ofticers are Gra- ing tensen. Guest minister for
election
the
I
morreng
service
will
has
be
Rev
just purchased 64 twe-hour
,
' ham Duvall, superintendent, and
along
one glieng
Ft.
L.
Stenker.
The
evening servmeters and six twelve minute iheriffs the right to succeed
Raym,,nd Bailey, ado" superenmeters. May told the council themselves, provides for financtendent. Mink teachers a r e ice will be a unique maisical
pre
>grape
ermron inSunge'
that courtesy boxes for t Pt e ing a veterans bonus by a revDWIariC
Jones, Ledane Cannon,
h ecking of parking met?: fines enue bond issue amortized by a
Frank Miller, Janet Davis. Ray- featuring the Church Choir led
were working well in many cit- retail sales tax.
mond Bailey, Georgia Speight, by Frank Jehrision, Mhnister of
ies and suggested twelve of the
Frank Johnson. Lynne Spnaggs. Mueac.
To speed up business, large
These dedicated young people
boxes for the city. The boxes numbers of bills were combined
Young People's superintend ent
Editor's Note: The Ledger and a community. The first remere- sion control, capital improve-iplanning program, it is necessary -would
be placed at vantage for one roll call vote in the
is Frank Meier. Intermediate join with the paetor in extendseperordendent is Doris Bailey. ing to all young people a it.eadial Times will begin a series of ment of a city planning program sments, programming and urban to have the support of everyone points over the town and facili- House, Hosvever, the practice
Junior superirstendere is Martha invatiatien tb attend and partici- articles today which will explain is the desire of the citizens and renewal. The city planning com- in the community. While it is tate the paying of parking meter teought death tu Rime measure's.
In one group of six Senate
of`Garland. Tnaening Schne offic- pate in these Youth Week ecti- in detail the purpose of the their city officials to make the mission of Murray. has been true that some individual may fines, since there would be no
Murray Zoning and Planning community a better place in set up to carry on a long-range feel that he is being unduly re- necessity al going to the city resolutions dealing wi'h proposed
ers are Dwane Jones as general
Commission. The articles were which to live and work. The planning program using these stricted, the fact is that he is hall for •that purpose.
studies by the Legislative Redirector, Gene Buchanan, adult
specially prepared by David P. people of Murray are fortunate tools to guide community devel- restricted only from infringing
The Chairmen of the fieance, search Commission failed' to pass
direetor, Barbara Hill. Young
Fogle, City Planner with the in that :heir city officials have opment. Its status is that of an on the rights of his neighbors police and purchasing eenirriat- for lack of constifutional majoriPeople's dhreetor, Janet Davit,
Division of Planning and Zoning. expressed that desire and have adviser to the city council. Gen- and fellow citizens. A planning 'tees were naifeed. by' May ,r Elis ties required.
inder-nediate
director,
Lynne
Department of Economic Security taken. steps to realize,,5 it by erally its proposals must be ap- program concerns itself with the to study the.e matter.
The measures killed included
Sprago, junior cit remit
•
Da yid,
of Frankfort.
setting up a city planning com- proved by the city council in best interests of the community
D. Miller. executive secre- proposed studies of a model
le.1 e•r is Br.itherh.*Ki president
The articles were .written by mission. The city planning com- order to be effective. This is at. a whole and not with the tary of the Murray
with Georgia Sweetly ae WornChamber of state banking code, a uniform
Mr. Fogle in order that the mission is getting technical ad- done at public hearings of the priva.e interests of any indi- CoMmerce,
appeared before the law for motor vehicles, a merit
an's. MIsalenary Union president.
citizens of the community would vice from Mr. David P. Fogle. commission and council which vidual.
council and urged that the city system for state employes. metroTheme for the week's activiWalter E. Blackburn, head of be informed on the problems a representative of the stale every citizen has an opportunity
consider municipal parking lots politan area problems and tax
ss Lee is "Saved to Serve." During
and
purposes
of
the
commission.
planing
agency set up under to attend and to v o ice his
Municipal Parking Las- located obligations of airlines.
week,e'stine- yestelt- cfe-the--- the Phesieral Soience Dvart-"f -have -wanted- is -See -thia The Deparemen4-e4 -Eeeneterie-helped -that
ellear the square. would illevate -I•ciThe- !Irene* atear —I'M.- final
church well fill various dlitirch ment at Murray State CoPlege,
for
a
long
time
and
the
interest velopment at Frankfort.
approval to bills granting sate
will .keep themselves informed
attarrersarn of
the parking situation, he said
offices and engage in 3 well- Pass been elected .
of the Murray Planning ComAll citizens are affected by as to whA their planning comThe municipal parking lots officials salary increases, allowplanned program of activities. 'he newly organized Kentucky mission
at
our
last meeting, what goes on in their home town. mission. as well as their city
would have a cheaper rate than ing legislators to take part in
The officers will be inetalled Lake section if the Arneralin inspired me
on to the final and in this area of growth of ouncil, is doing for the future
the state - employes retirement
regueer Street parking.
during the morning service Sun- Chernseal Society.
effort," Mr. Fogle writes, "and businesses a nd population, it development of the city.
De. Blackburn will serve until
Several lees 'were discuseed as system and a measure authorizday. M.arch 23. Sunday night
you (the commission) being the often becomes necessary to look
ing a study by the Legislative
In order to have a successful
presetlities
the Youth Week pasitor, Jehhny a firmal charter is granted the inspiration, are the
and
Mayor
Ellis
first to re- ahead to be sure the town
apes ented the special probtems Research Commisston of medical
Sender-rem. wild bring the mes- iewarenailion in September. Oth- ceive it."
develops in an orderly manner.
Mrs. Jennie Phillips, age 81. committee to
gage F.illowing 'the message the er ‘ifflicers of the prdvesiona I
study the proposal. service plans.
The Ledger and Times is This is done with the purpose
passed away this morning at The commies,
The last measure passed during
organiaateon include Robert Leee
is composed if
pleased to have the exclusive of preserving the community as
the 1958 session was a bill
12:05 at her home. 400 South Guy
vin, Union Carbide Nuclear Co., publication
Spann,
Richard
Tuck
and
of t his series of a desirable place in which to
Sixteenth Street here in Murray.
approved' in the House for estabvice chairrnian; Dr Pete Paniere, articles,
Joe Dick.
one of which will be live and work. An individual.]
Her death was a result of comlishing a new state park at
Murray Stale College, Necretray- published
Miller
also
urged
the
council
each day.
a business, or a community vill
plications following an illness of
Bryan's Station in Fayette Countreasurer; H. M. Flesher, Penplace
The
,if
funeral
to
of
'he
take
some
actiiin
-to halt the
The Murray Planning and Zon- be healthier, wealthier and wiser
six months.
neyhanne
Manufacturing ing Commission of
Salt
Mrs. Belle Long Lancaster has
throwing of trash on Chestnut ty.
Murray is if prepared to meet the future.
Survivors include one niece.
In the Senate, an attempt to
eouricilor; and Richard Bat- composed of.,Jeckeemeitle.
changed
been
frorn
Street.
Some
eitizene use ChestHouses and businesses which
Hir a m Tucker,
Mrs. William Burton of Owensexpediate passage of bills by
Ily UNITIRD PRESS
tistelle, Union Carbide Nuclear, chairman, erd Settle,
Madeonville,
Florida
to
Ky.,
nut
it
street
as a dumping gr.und:
Aubrey are poorly constructed or badly
boro, Ky.. four nephews; Harold
voting on them in blocks was
alternate councilor.
Simmonf," Verne Kyle, Frank located affect the physical well- wait learned todiay.
Spelght. Murray, Johnny Speight, Miller told lie ceuncial. T Ia e defeated by Lt. Gov, Harry Lee
Aill
chemist;
or
chemical
enfuneral
The
had
been set for Whitlock, Tenn,
ea n itation ootion ittee; oomposed
Lancaster, Charlie Grogan and being of a community in much
Southwest Kentucky — Cloudy
Speight,
Carl
Waterfield who said it would be
reeding
counties Mayor Holmes Ellis.
in
the same way as Cancer affects 3:00 p.m. M,inday in Jackson- Hickman. and Marvin Calicott of of Bill Adams, Guy Spann and unconstitutional.
and cool today, tonight and gineers
WHAT IS CITY PLANNING?
D. Mitchell, wasadirected
Sunday with rain or snow likely within a 75-mile radius of Murthe human body. They waste ville. Fl eseila wtth burial in Cottage Grove, Tenn.
- Most of the bills brought up
City planning is a means by city money and diminish the Madisioneerie.
or Sunday. High today ray. headquarters for the ^rFuneral services will be heldie by the Mayor to look into the provoked little or no debate but
satonight
The Ledger and Times learn- Sunday at 2:30 p.m. at the
setuat
ion.
In
n the upper 40s. Low tonight isanization, are eligible f u r which citizens of a community feeling of pride which every
Max
two' attempts by 'Sen. Murray
• niimborehip.
such as Murray, through their citizen should have in his come ed today that the funeral has H. Churchill Fu ner a 1 Home
Mayor Ellis reed a letter of Blue (13-Clay)
In mid 30s.
to bring the soMeetings for the group will planning commission and city munity.
been changed to Madisonville, Chapel T. A. Thacker and Paul appreciation from the Murray
cajcia.,.."Little Tidelands Bill" out
Some 5:30 a.m. temperatures: be held monthly from Septem- council, set forth ideas and proFortunately, there are legal and wall be on Monday a. 3:00 T Lyles will conduct the serv- Baerbale
Association. for the of thelBules Committee failed.
Paducah 30, Benvlingi Green 25, ber through May with the meet- posals for guiding the future methods, or tools, enacted in
ice. Burial will be in the Farm- aet;on by the council recently
The Measure would have perMrs. Lancaster died ip Jack- ington Cemetery.
Covington 27, Hopkinsville 23. ing site being rotated among the grow th of the community. In the laws of' Kentucky which
to kelt the new piny league mitted counties bordering
the
Louisville 26, Lexington 23 and cities within the section terri- Its simplest terms, it ,can be make it possible to work toward sonville on March 19 following
field.
Friends may call at the Max
Ohio River to lease oil, gas
tory. The AseM1 meeting will be defined as intelligent forethought a better community. Some of a long iilnese. She was t h e H. Churchill Funeral Home until
London 22.
Ellis also read a telegram that and mineral rights of the
river's
in Paduclah.
Evansville, Ind., 23.
applied to the development of these tools are zoning, subdivi- widow of the late Joe Lancaster, the service hour.
he had sent to Senator John bed.

Church Young People To Take
Over Positions During Week

21.25

Murray, Ky., Saturday Afternoon, March 22, 1958
Representative Is
Woman Ex-Convict
"Amused" At Happy Poses As A Man
Circular For President RALEIGH, N. C. I9'
— A 33-

9.1

Many Bills
Pass As State
Assembly Out
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t CINDHSEAL

avast Dampness
190 gal.

ant wall, wet or dry— painted
h just one coat. Resists mildew,
lime. Choose from 8 decorator
Colors never fade.

PAINT STORE

VEST
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A Garden?
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le insects.
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Series Will Explain Just What City
Planning Is And Its Objectives
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THE LEDGER & TIMES
TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY, Inc
PU•LISHED by LEDGER
Consolidation of the Murray Ledger, The Calloway Times, and The
Times-Herald, October 20, 1928, and the West Kentuckian, January
1, 1942.

SATU

Teams From Four Corners Meet
Today In State Tournament

Today's Sport Parade
•

a
By UNITED PRESS
tea m defeated Cynthiana in
I
1
Today's semi - final lineupe in Thursdays play.
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor,
the Kentucky High School Bata:
It was Farris' driv4 layup
or Public Voice items which, in our (amnion, are not for the best
ketball Tournament prove which shot in the final two minutes
interest of our readers.
NEW YORK flff — Who was a true champion in Terry' Mcsections of the Blue Grass State Friday night ,which sent Clark
gives,. you
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES; WALLACE WITMER CO., 1368 :he aporung spaipeen with :he Cann and hockey
ahead. Farris
suring
produce the best baskelball' play, County
SulliRed.
Regan,
,
Larry
as
happened
such
"Nino
asa.
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up, 61-60. Three field
iy Hazard's Bobby Baker
iur by Don Smith had
the mountain boys only
int behind, when Rescue
his counter - offensive
led to the Panther -vic-

oe's affinity for the basket
id the gap to 11 points
In the final period but
I also. began hitting and
led it to one-point again
Rescue's final shooting
al began.
34 points were high for
Daviess County and the
Smith bucketed 29 for
i as Raker piled up 27
ird pressed the west Kersne all the way and ir
len on fouls.
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Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle

g

1

1 -Printer's
measure (pl.)
4-Shy
9-Goal
12-Knock
143-inliZor of
15-Fuss
16-Artist's stand
17-Church bench
18-11o•
20-U'stnirch
22-Fondles
24-Footlike part
35-City In Alaska
29-Guido's high
note
9-Succor
0-Geep sleep
31-011 snmardsh
33-Vital organ
34-A noln t
36-Posed for
portrait

81

r

A
A L-

no

To

2.

In

27

V
/33

32

*2

,,, 34
ZA i
,•••.'
]
/
V,
.'N
53

52
1

37

4-Bound
6- Mao'. name
6-Arranged in
close relation
7-Newspaper
paragraphs
8-Strike out
9-Suitably
10-Anger
11-Cut
39-'-tione
21-03 of Celebes
22-Hebrew letter
23-African
antelope
24-Baker
product
24-Pncine
27-Teutonle deity
29-efleverage
311-Plars
33-Cut of en -It
34-Three-toed
sloth

ss-r, •SS course
17-remne Ye not=
34-Pronortien
41449A state (abbe.)
4?-1Pmnineerl
43...._pnywo;•ive

TW-TTTTTTUA
1 1-T.tmo
- ISe Ill
47....o.oesseand to

MOTHERS! Average $1.78 per
hour for 15 day time Or evening
hours per week. No experience
necessary, but must be good
worker and dependable. Phone
Jackson, Tenn., 2e1880 after 8:00
p.m. or write Mrs. Bette Piercey,
P. 0. Box 1006, Jacksun.
rural include threat-tone to home
M24C
and phone number.

RELIABLE PARTY
Male or Female
to service a route of cigarette
machines. No selling or soliciting. Routes are established
for operator. Full or part
time. Up to $260 per month
to start. $1.100 to $2,200 cash
which is secueed.
required
Write, giving full particulars
and phone number to American Viking Mfg. Co., 1513
Foshay Tower, Minneapolis,
ltC
Minn.

om...,..........4
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Fling Products

a

ofing and
lucts

eris, whether shingles
lilt-Up Roof. We can
290-1h. Strip Shingles,
ed Protection.
$6.25
3.15

2.35

per fig.

1.90

Girl Singers
Keep Working
Fooka Hit

ALLIS D1RUG
E & STUBBLEFIELD

er-6-efe --umoved
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CHAPTER 17
!the tidal flats was strong We was going on between two men
I walked past weren't far from the ,ca.
up forward
got a nand and • (orearni
the than with the mei. Pest
The three others had gotten
the man with the gun, and out of the car the shadowy rig:- AI the arm of a seat opposite me
hauled myself to •
stooped tuid twisted into the hack ure of a man I hadn't noticed and paint
seat of the sedan The man with before came le o m behind the sitting position I looked through
The
sky was silvery
s
window
'the sap climbed behind the wheel Beerheraft, unlatched the wire
:losed his door, started the car gates opposite us and swung them gra) with dawn I squinted at mg
and ground .nto gear I had bare. open He went nark to the air- watch through burning eyes It
ly noticed the far' thst there was plane By the time we'd reached was 6 05. I worked myself to e
a third man in the car, seated it the engines were roaring and halt crouch and flopped into a
next to the drivel in the front the man who'd opened the gates seat on the port side of the airplane.
seat. The first thing I noticed , for us was 4n the pilot's seat.
about him was the roll of tat U•
My head was feeling a little
The man who'd been sitting
the back of nis neck The next
better now. I tenderly fingered
thing I notieed was the coconut beside me in the car was climb- the gaping, swollen wound on the
straw hat that tieviore The co. ing into the airplane The man oack at my head. I winced as my
US OUt
,re hung
conut straw nal sported a wide, who'd driven
tinge,s touched it. How many
flamboyantly red and blue hand. back in the shaeloos He, appar- Mows nke this one coult a man
ently, would be left behind with
I leaned over knel tapped nun the car. The fat man stood be- take. o wondered, before he tost
on the sheulder. 'Hey, Porky," hind me He'd produced a gun lois mari1ea.
1 sail "1 told you that hat band from somewhere. Its muzzle
i peered through the window
woe no good for this cloak--and- prodded my back.
opposite my seat. The edge Jt
dagger stuff. You didn't believe
the sky dead ahead and to my
"Up," the fat man saJd.
me. nuh?"
left was a delicate pinkish lavMy muscles tensed I could see ender turning to red. We were
tie shrugged a fat shoulder,
"How's Marta, Porky?" I into the cabin of the Beechcrart. heading east, then, and south.
The man who'd entered It was We'd been flying for somewhat
asked.
fie turned his head and fas- moving forward, at a crouch. less than an hour. On a course
tened a bulging, dead eye on me. He'd taken off his coat and
east and south out of Miami wed
"Marta?" he said. "Who's Mar. could see the gun cradled In
be somewhere over the Bahamas.
holster beneath his left armpit. I, peered et hroug h the window
ta?"
"And was it you who killed I wondered how .good the fat again. Ahead of us and below us
Joan Morris, yoti fat bum?" 1 man was with his gun. If I could 1 could make out, In the faint
tut anger welling up inside me somehow get to that car without tight, the dark, white-fringed
It was all I cool do to keep from taking a bullet in the back I'd outline of an island.
throwing myself at him, clawing have it made! I wean t worried
The shouted Spanish ceased. 1
too much about :he man in the looked forwaid. The tat man was
tur his throat_
cabin. Id he out of range before Looking at me. His lips were
I furred myself to wait.
The fat man turned again. Helhe could get himself organized. smiling but his suety face was s
was quite an actor. -Oki, -nine Tale toe 1"fet- then- was my only mask of pure hatred. He shouted
he looktd ^,--wentestieway.--seetwasoa. reconasei.-te irsa now or never.
something else in Spanish to his
"Joan Morris is dead?"
was halfway through the side-kick. Than he swayed to nib
I was suddenly weary. "Don t cabin door. Suddenly I twisted feet and waddled toward me. (he
give me that," I said.
my body. donbied wp rh-y legs. end of the gun butt showed
"You killed tier, Dolan! Yea, straightened them and aimed my above the opening of a jacket
of course! She wouldn't tell you heels at the fat man's belly. They pockeL He was careful not to
what you wanted her to tell you. connected. His breath left him come too close to me. He leaned
You couldn't force her to tell in • hoarse, tortured grunt. The for support on the back of the
you, and 110 you killed her. You gun fired once, harmlessly. The seat across the aisle from me.
killed her in a fit of rage!" He fat mah and I lay sprawling on His grin was ugly.
shook his head and clucked his the asphalt runway. I rolled over.
"How do you feel, Dolan ?" be
tongue against the root of his got an arm and leg beneath me
mouth. "Very interesting, Dolan. and lunged for him. From the
feel lust
"False."said.
1-!s. indeed. I believe we've un- cornet of an eye I had seen the dandy. How do you feel, you fat
derestimated you."
man who'd hung back In the bum? Does your fat gut ache?"
I sighed and leaned back in my ahadows moving toward me. He
He drew breath deeply, as if
'tor- er
was In that fighter's half-ernucti he were making an effort to conWe drove south and left Miami again, and the sap was again in trol himself.
on Highway I. In less than thirty his hand.
"I should have killed you, Dominutes we headed east down
I sprawled across the fat man. lan. Perhaps later I 981111 be
a shell road. Ten minutes later I clawed for the gun in hie right given that opportunity."
w_. jerked to a stop beside an hand Just as I felt the reassuring
I grinned at him. The grin
when airstrip. The area was bulk cif the ,gun butj in the palm hurt my face. "I'm scared," I
enclosed in wire fencing ten feet of my hand something crashed said. "Do you know that abduchigh. At the end of the strip Into the back of my head. Ten tion Is against the law?"
His grin was like a crack In
nearest us was a- dilapidated thousand lights exploded inside
hangar and a forlorn gas pump. my skull. My mouth went brassy • rotten melon. "Your naivete
In front of the hangar was a and I felt myself falling slowly, appalls me, Dolan! You were not
small twin-engine airplane. 1 lazily, into a black and bottom- abdUcted. You were invited to be
a house guest. There were several
kneW little about airplanes, but less void.
• • •
witnesses, though I sincerely
I was Side to identify this onea Leectieraft.
I groaned and opened an eye. doubt that explanations .will ever
The man beside me prodded me Wave* of pain swept through my be necessary."
with his gun. "Outside, Dolan, head. As I became aware of my
As 'eland deeeribed as a
surroundings. I could hear the
or
heaven In a travel frillier can
Thnre didn't seem to be iinucn dull roar of airplane engines.
I was lying on ray hack in the be a Hades for a man not mindelm, to do. So I followed his in-t, iierions. I stood on the show. aisle between the seats In the ing his bliteneen. Brad discovers. as "Miami Manhunt" conarid sniffed the cabin of the Beechcraft. A conder .1 the ma
air. Tut pungent, fishy odor of versation, in shouted Spanish, tinues tomorrow,
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his house.
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UARE DEAL"
Phone 262
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It when it comes to TV. "Lots
-in one scene he pretends
of new kids with big records
hunger, so he can steal Hajust can't stack up as all-around
yakawa's knife; in another, he
performers. They lack the extries to creep up on Hayakawa
perience. But you see what hapin the dark to kill him with a
pens.
rock.
"A kid will he a good sound
Hayakawa, on the other hand,
on a record and become popular
. C4r3cter of
a;
-.414i3 because of stage presence
U.re In 'One -gEtne;11fiL
but because of the record. TV
Japanese builds a rock ga en
ads MFG payable la advanse.
comes along and hires the latest
while the American sits under
By WILLIAM EWALD
hot record artist - these kids.
a tree singing "Let's Remember
By FRED DANZIG
United Press Staff Correspondent Pearl Harbor".
When these kids go on, you
Niec-Tere
NEW YORK nil
Very early in the game, Haya- United Press Staff Correspondent see how awkward they are and,
NOTICE
NEW YORK lib - The girl if you don't know any better,
"Kraft Theatre" tackled a diffi- kawa pays back Hcilliman's uncult aesignment Wechuisday night kindness by saving the Ameri- singers keep making those single you start equating bad performrecords even though the records ance with normal TV. Remember,
SINGER Sewing Machine Sales. with "The Sea is Boiling Hot": can's life.
fail to get off the ground.
however, that these kids aren't
Play Saved
Service on all makes. Phone a two-charcter play, a single
To Mindy Carson, honey-hair- TV stars or. night club perWhat saved "The Sea is BoilLeon Hall, 934-J before 8:00 or setting, a theme of some weight.
Largely because of Sessue Ha- ing Hot" from a complete lack ed star of the just-closed Broad- formers. They're record stars.
after 4:00.
Al2C
yakawa, who turned in a per- of balance was the climax in way musical, "The Body Beauti- Don't confuse the two. People
tend to confuae the mediums
Mattreaes Rebuilt lute new. formance that mixed wallop witb W hic h Hayakawa at first refuses ful," it's no cause for alarm.
"Most of t h e records are and the kids come off second
We
Ky. Mattress Mfg. Co., sensitivity, it was to a large to accept rescipe by a newly
arrived American unit because bought by teenagers, and most best.*
•di
Paducah, Ky. Murray represen- extent successful.
Enough TV Background
he, it seems have not really of the teenagers who buy records
tative Tabers Upholstery Shop,
The story, itself was bone-bare:
during
explained
are girls," she
Mindy, b u,y until recently
101 N. 3rd. Phone 549.
77C Hayakawa, a Japanese soldier learned trust. However, without
much motivation, Hayakawa re- a reeharsal break at the theatre with her Broadway show hasn't
of middle age, has been living
verses this position in the closing in which she'll appear tomorrow had much time for TV watching
on a Pacific island in tatters
on CBS-TV's "The Big Record." but she has had enough work
LOST'A FOUND
moments.
and isolation. His retreat is in"Li's a fact that gifts are in the medium to know what
As far as the performance
vaded by Earl Holliman, a young
went, Holliman was sufficiently interested in boys," Mindy added, it's all about: In 1951, she had
LOST: Dental braces. Wire and American airman, who has been
deft as the immature American. "And this means they don't buy her own half-hour show and
lute. Resembles
pin
bridge forced- to parachute onto the
Hayakawa, who was making his records by girls. That makes she's dune many guest shots
without teeth. Reward. Phone island,
A
Tv debut, contributed most of it easier for boys to get the since.
17654. TFne
successful night club perThe play's concern thereafter the flesh to the play's bones hits."
Left Frustrated
former, Mindy didn't just walk
Medium size white pointer with was trust and love. Its aim was despite the fact he, had few
Where does this set-up leave into a Broadway debut. She
lemon heed and ears. If found to demonstrate that_ love and lines, almost all of them- us
the gal singers? "It leaves -Us worked ftaresix months learning
cell Hub Dunn, Phone 1025 or trust are possible despite the Japanese.
The Cahnnel Swim: The Amer- always frustrated," Minday said voice projection, so she could
2282.
M25C barriers of communication and
and
acquired hatreds, and even fur- ican outfit that is sending three with a big smile. "But we don't be heard in the last row,
I LIST: Large blue - grey cat, ther, to say that survival is only TV series "Sea Hunt," "Seience give up on it. We just keep then gained stage experience by
looks like niablese. If seen please possible - and worthwhile - Fiction Theatre","Favorite Story" trying to do worthwhile songs working in off-Broadway prophone 600.
M22C when trust and love are achiev- to the Russians this year expects and we forget about fighting ductions of "Wish You Were
to receive Soviet animated car- the kids and nature. Then there Here," "Pajama Game" and
ed.
This may look like a sticky toons, ballet and puppet films in are albums - I'm working on "South Pacific."
Was Broadway all she expectFOR RENT
one now for Columbia. Albums,
mowl of gumbo on paper, but exchange.
June Havoc leaves for. Holly- are for our canity. So you see, ed?
Hayakawa and Holliman were
"Yes," said Mindy, "tau,
pilot the girls don't give up. We
HAVE TOOLS, Will Rent. Wax- pretty successful in keeping it wood Monday to make a
series, "Stage don't slop recording, even though didn't know there was so much
ers, orbital sanders, vacuums, unsticky and, more important, film for a new TV
more to learn. I learned the
Fright" - NBC has an interest we're all frustrated".
Lawn rollers. Starks Hardware, breathing life into it.
Noting that so many of our biggest thing a performer must
will take a
Como
Perry
it.
in
Characterless
12th and Poplar. Phone 1142.
My only quarrel with the play, breather from his NBC-TV show hottest records today are made have on stage is authority. I
TFC
and it may be jingoism on my March 22 and Ray Bolger will by teenagers, Minday slay,' these think you can learn it, but it's
FARM liousE, e
lice:Ay, wait- part, is an objection to the fill in. Del Mann, who directed kids aren't getting the bee, of earri work."
er, garden. $20 month. Contact character of the American. I take the movie, "Marty," will direct
Fay Woodwerth, A LIDO, Hit. 1, it that- author Simon Wincelberg CBS-TV's "The Red Mill," a
t mile mirth Alervu Hts.
M24P was concerned not. only with spec set for April 19.
NBC-TV, whleh is loving "Fathe situation of .two isolated
human ,beings; but with some- ther Knows Best" to tBS next
thing larger- - Holkman as a year, already has sold the empty
1 representative
Services Offered
of .our civilization, slot to the same outfit that
Hayakawa as a symbol of older sponsors Rosie Cooney. Steve
Lawrence and Eydie Gorrnie May
free. culture.
DEAD
If this was so, Holliman was replace Steve Allen fur eight
Radio dispatched trucks. Duncan
for your Drug. Prescription and Sundry Needs.
NBC-TV this summer.
Tankage Co. Prompt service 7 working under a ,Litun rap. He weeks on
days a week. Call long distance was called upon to play an
WE WILL BE CLOSED from
ccilect, Mayfield 433, Union City American who was callow, unArizono has m ore national
, 11:00 a. m. to 1:00 p.m. tor Church flour
A7C certain and fumbling, a young
1308.
stae.1
man e hose personal relationships monuments than any
in civilian life were messy and It has 16.
irresponsible.
Even more strangely, Holliman
was portrayed as by far the
Fregeaere Retrigirator, in good
most untrusteworthy of the pair
evetcheten. -Resiekerebey .preceeL
M23C
INSURANCE AGENTS
FISH N' CHIPS
AUTOMOBILE-FIRE-CASUALTY
NOT SO MERRY
PLATE LUNCHES
PIZZA
Gatlin Building
Telephone 331
ALWAYS BEST AT THE
- Robin Hood
TANDON
reported today he was robbed.
Kentucky
Murray,
Actor Richard Green, who portrays the legendary hero on
television told police burglars
-It Does Make A Difference Who Writes Your Insurance"
Hare! Road
Phone 1482
took valuables' worth $70 from

Frazee, Melugin & Holton
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Oxygen
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- Friendly Service 111 N. 4th St.. Ph. 98
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Bus. Opportunities
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Wanted To Buy

nnt:DIENTI,5".

Funeral Horne

.

e

8

5

•

lax. H. Churchill

30-1b.

C

I

at M.cClure's Place, 1208
Metal clothes
cabinet,
sewing mechine, picture
by the 100, J. S. Mcaazap

T

1-Period of timer
2-Insane
3-ImpoIslyelY
5

M22C

BUILDING LOT 75x781, end of
llth Street on Story Ave. Call
1721-M.
M24C

CLEAN, ODTTON RAGS. No
buttons, zappers. Ledger and
Times. Phone 55.
17
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A
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•

KAY MEETS GARRIDO
F:XA_NDRIA, Egypt IP MacKay of Akron, Ohio,
plea. Orlando Garrido of
Sunday ter t h e men's
s title in the Alexandria
tatoonal tennis champiunMacKay beiat Nicola Piee'1 of hal>. 6-; 6-0, 8-6,
Garrido upset top-seeded
.ppe Merlo of Italy, 6-3,
6-1, in the serrnfiree, Fri-

. per

5

3

rt

)1loge Basketball
Results

Kt.

..

T

38-Electrified
particle
38-Sacred Image
39-Male sheep
41- Female hors*
41 -Commonplace
43-Torrid
44 -Possessee
46-Plat forrn
48-Newt
61 --Imbricate
53-Marine duck
63-,Confederate
general
64-Work at one's
trade
-66-Portions of
medicine
56-Yearning

ACROSS.

5
.r,..

By UNITED PRESS
NCAA Tournament
At Louisville. Ky.
Semifinals
cky 61 Temple 60
e 73 Kanea., State 51

Salto.

SALE
Main.
Singer
USED
Garden
Tructor, disc, frames
JUST ARRIVED! New shipment plow, cultivator
and
grader Clure.
of being noorn suite's, platform blade. Call 519, L,ampleins Motor

•

ess County had held a
ne-point lead at the half
idened it to 'seven points
end of ;tie third .period,

_-
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Kraft Theatre
,Tackles Hard

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

with

LEDGER

95

; Supplies
DYEAR FLOOR TILE

by Ernie Bushmiller

NANCY

HELLO,
MR. PAC SHULTZ

PHOOEY--- I
THOUGHT THIS
WAS MY BEST
DISGUISE

44AA. 22

ABBIE

by Ftaeburn Van Buren

an' SLATS

I SUGGEST WE ALL REST,
MY BOY. IT'S BEEN A LONG
AND RATHER EMOTIONAL
DAY. TOMORROW
WE'LL TALI( AGAINREFRESHED. IS
THERE ANYTHING
YOU WANT .;

LIL' ABNER

asel WOULD OF BIN
SMARTER. TO OF
STARa/E.D TO DEATH !.r
NeAle DAID CORPSE WOULDN'T
BE $441•V AS REPULSIVE-

l

TO DitalS`i AAAE.AS TN'
e,
e LINIIN' MESS Ali IS-

ANYBODY
At-4
KNOWS?
MUST la.EEP
HER MEMORIES
O'MAH FORMER
HAN'SOME SELF

*
IL

FA-0 c

- corl:z

\NATZTtsrrN' A
t2.1C..?•A 01.-E
OOTWHY
NOT?

Phone 997

o Py

ILri DOue.TS
oEST SOME.
I I)
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•
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Teams From Four Corners Meet
Today In State Tournament -

Today's Sport Parade
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tea m defeated Cynthiana in
Sy UNITED' PRESS
II,
Today's semi - final lineups na Thursdays play.
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising. Letters to the Editor,
It was Farris' driving, layup
the Kentucky High School Basor Public Voice items which, in our opinion, are not for the best
ketball Tournament prove which shut in the final two minutes
interest of our readers.
- Who was a true champion in Terry. McNEW YORK
sections of the Blue Grass State Frides night which sent Clark
.he I Cann and hockey gives you
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER CO.. 1368 the seerens, spiepten with
ahead. Farris
suring
produce the best basketball play-' County
SulliRed
as
Regan,
such
Larry
happeeed
net
"%
as*
to
temerity
York;
N.
New
307
MichiMonroe, Memphis, Tenn.; 250 Park Ave.,
picked up two free throws after
era - they all do.
I van, Ron, Murphy, Red Kelly
e the Irish?"
gan Ave., Ctilcago, 80 Bolyston St., Boston.
Fittingly, the teams in today's going in for the lasup. The
When it comes to muscles, me and Torn WC-artery. And who
scored one
Entered at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for transmission as leyo toe answer is ''no.rung." but Sunny Jim Fitzeirnmons. 83
semi-finals are from the four Cardinal!'Charlie Jett
field goal to give Clark County
Second Class Matter
points of the compass.
ihe sons vt the ouid SOO are though he be, still is the top
Meeting in semi-final games a 67-63 lead.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray. eer week 20e, per as wiciespread and wonderful as trainer of them all? Mickey
Iligh Street scored one mere
today are St. Xavier of Louisville
Walsh is a leading trainer of,
thonth 8.5c. In Galloway and .Joining counties, per year, $3.50; else- ever.
bucket in the game's closing
eastern
the
from
Monticello,
vs.
$550.
Tummy,
nephew,
his
and
jumpers
ana
day
great
,a
indeed,
. les
foothills; and Clark County from seconds for the final score.
cut freln the tine' mold, is one
a_ great era.
The Bowling Green squad, the
SATURDAY — MARCH. 22. 195S
the Blue Grass country which
leading
the
riders.
of
a
take
to
• here s no neea
laNt all-Negro team in the tourfrom
County
Daviess
agains:
goes
Irish,
the
to
happened
What
Tipperary rifle to :he doubters.
western Ken- nament, however let up but
les burying them. You can be indeed.
-The most eltraordinary ma- eighteen months in production the flatlands of
continued their fast - breaking,
tucky.
in
satisfied,
not
Shot
stil
Spain.
you're
if
And,
owlet, with a hos. of the finest
chine of destruceon in its time on location in
,AY
BIBLE THOUGHT FOR TOi.hard-pressing game to the final
Monticello
Xavier
3ts
The
beat"The
in
was
the
Technicolor,
setter
Gaeac handles ever to grace an Irish
(1810), with a barrel over forty VistaVision and
whistle.
12:15
at
underwde
gets
game
adapWestminster
at
of-show- finals
:he athletic world.
feet long, wheels eighteen feet Pride and the Passion," an
Forward Paul Smith won high
will make him my first born, higher
and a horse named,. Silky Sulli- high; its weight, six thousand tation of C. S. Forester's best- p.m. c.s.t.
Look at baseball, now, and van is picked to Win the KenLouisville's rough and ready point honors for Clark County
pomds; its power, awesome and selling novel, opens on Sunday
first with 24. Bowling Green was
the fine strapping ads swinging tuck'y' Derby. Erin go brash, deadly a: great range."
Fs. SZ
than the kings of the earth.
at the Murray Deve-In Theatre St. Xavier Tigers were the
slgiht guard Bobby Parmajor league estuttelaghs.
to reach the semi-finals with a led by
and pass .he bushmills.
This is how eheescript describes through United Artists release.
rish, with 21, followed by Jim
line, tine ouys - Briggs, Brod44-23 victory over Lexington
;
the fantastic cannon that molt
Fears with 19.nan, Burke, Brady anu Steen;
It "
Dunbar.
rt.' God's cliildren we surely
ates the heroic plut of "The
The consistently a ccu rate
•
Carey ana Conies; , Daley and
The form& state champions,
the Passion," and
and
Pride
shooting of Devices County's
take preces&ence over discredited royalty.
bonevan; Flanigan, anti einagan
:railing 15 to 13 at the half,
whicb is. without undue exagBobby Rescue enabled the Panarrell, Gorman,
Flood;
n
knotted it at 15-all early in
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NCAA Tournament
At Low...1111e, Ky.

NOT SO MERRY

Semifinals
icka 61 Temple 60 ,
a. 73 Kane-ao State 51

CHAPTFR 17

MEETS GARRIDO
EXANDRIA. Egypt
—
MacKay of Akron. Ohio,
Wei) Orlando Garrido of
Sunday for t h e men's
s title in the Alexandria
Wear1 tennis champion:McKay beat Nicole Picea of Mal). 6-2, 6-0, 8-6,
Garrido upset top-seeded
ppe Merl., of Lta I y 6-3,
in the aernsfine:

el
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— Robin Hood
LONDON I
reported today he was robbed.
Actor Richard Green, who portrays the legendary hero en
television told police burglars
, worth $70 from
took valuable
his house.
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DYEAR FLOOR TILE

give me Chat," i wild.
"You killed her, Dolan!
of course! She wouldn't tell
wilat you wanted her to tell
You couldn't force her to

my body, doubled up my

legs, end

of

the gun

Ti-le

id

Phone

Gatlin Building

Telephone 331

Kentucky

Murray,
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by Erni, Bush:alga

HELLO,
MR. MC SHULTZ

PHOOEY--- I
THOUGHT THIS
WAS MY BEST
DISGUISE
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MAR. 11

by Raeburn Van Buren

ABBIE •n' SLATS
I SUGGEST WE ALL REST,
MY BOY, IT'S BEEN A LONG
AND RATHER EMOTIONAL
DAY. TOMORROW
WE'LL TALK AGAIN REFRESHED. IS
THERE ANYTFIING
YOU WANT 1

sew as Capp

LIL' ABNER
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-SOasnr- NEVER
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butt showed

Yell, straightened them and aimed my above the opening - of a jacket
you heels at the fat man's belly. They pocket He was careful not to
you. connected. His breath left him come too close to me. Eis leaned
tell In a hoarse, tortured grit. The for support on the, back of the
you, and *o you killed her. You gun fired once, hsu-mle
. The seat across the aisle from me.
killed her in a fit of rage!" He fat man and I lay spra ling on His grin was ugly.
shook me head and clucked his the asphalt runway. I rolled over,
"How do you feel, Dolan?" be
tongue against the root of his got an arm and leg beneath me
meuth, "Very interesting, Dolan. and lunged for him. From the ▪ "Pule," 1 said. 'I feel just
Ita indeed, I believe we've un- corner of an eye I had seen the dandy. How do you feel, you fat
der estimated you."
man who'd hung back In the burn? Does your fat gut ache?"
sighed and leaned bad: in my shadows moving toward ma
kie drew iwasch deeply, as if
'wee In that fighter's helf-erbuch he were making an effort to conWe drove south and left Miami again, and the sap was again In trol hlrneelf.
"I should have killed you, Doon Highway I. En less than thirty his hand.
minutes we headed east down
I sprawled across the fat man. lan- Perhaps later 1 shall be
a shell road. Ten minutes later 1 clawed for the gun in his right given that opportunity."
I grinned at him. The grin
w_ jerked to a stop beside an hand Just as I felt the reassuring
aephalt airstrip. Tile area was bulk of the gun butt in the palm hurt my face. "I'm scared," I
"Do you know that abducsaid.
enclosed in wire fencing ten feet of: my hand sonlethlatia crashed
high. At the end of, the strip Into the back of my head. Ten Uon is against the law?"
His grin was like • crack in
nearest us was a dilapidated thousand tights exploded Inside
hangar and a forlorn gas pump. my skull. My mouth went brassy a rotten melon. "Your naivete
In front of the hangar was a and I felt myself falling slowly, appalls me, Dolan! You were not
twtn-engine d'irpinne
I lazily, into a black and bottom- abducted. You were Wetted to be
email
• house guest. There were several
kneW little about airplanes, but less void.
• • •
witnesses, though
I
sincerely
was arue to identify this one—
1 groaned and opened an eye. doubt that explanations will ever
s ..lerelicrn ft.
The man beside me prodded me Waves of pain swept through my be necessary."
with ms gun. "Outside, Tinian, head. As I became aware of my
An island dearribed as a
Surroundings, I ("mild hear the
tie said.
heaven In a tra.el milder can
There didn't seem to 13e-*.niticn 'dull roar of airplane engines,
was lying on my back in the be a Hades for a men not mindelse to do Bo I followed his in.
ing his biedneee, Brad destroy(ructions I stood on the shoul- aisle between the seats In the
era, as "Miami Manhunt" conand sniffed the cabin of the Beeehcraft. A Conder ...I the roa
air. Tut pungent; fishy odor of versation, tn shouted spankea. tinues tomorrow.

AUTOMOBILE — FIRE — CASUALTY

SOUTHSIDE

It

r Co. Inc.

.eds, whether shingles
tilt-Up Roof. W.e
290-lb. Strip Shingles,
ed Protection.

We was going on between two men
up tore ani
vieren t far from the •ca.
I got a nand and • turearni
The three others ?MCI gotten
out of the car ['he shadowy fig. ,n the arm of a seat opposite me
ure of a man I hadn't noticed arid painfully hauled myself to I
the tidal nata was strong

I ualked past
F:DIENTLY
the man with the sap. past
the man
the gun, and
with
stooped and twisted into the baLk
seat of the sedan The man W107. before came from behind the sitting position I twitted through
The sky was silvery
the sap clunbed behind the wheel neechcraft, unlatched the wire a window
sed nu door, started the oar gates oppoette us rind seeing them gray with dawn 1 squinted at rnii,
burning eyes It
through
watch
and eround .nto gear 1 had bare- open He went ,
'irk to the airly noticed the fee* that there was plane By the time we'd reached was 6 05. I worked myself to •
a third man in the car, seated it the engines were roaring and half crouch and flopped into a
next to the drivel in the front the man who'd opened the gates seat on the port side of the airseat The first thing 1 noticed for us was in the pilot's seat
Plane.
about him was the roll of fat Lia
My head was feeling a little
been
who'd
man
sitting ,
The
the Lack of ins neck The next
better now., 1 tenderly fingered
beside me in the car was climbthing I notieeu was the coconut Ing into the airplane The man Inc gaping, swollen wound en the
straw nal that • be wore The cotack at my head. I winced as my
re hung
_ who'd driven
cenut straw nal sported a W1014
tingers touched it. How many
back in the thadous He, npparflambovently red and blue hand,
blows like this one could a man
ently, would be left behind with
I leaned over und tapped turn the car. The tat man stood be- take, i wondered, before he lost
on the shoulder, alley, Porky," hind me He'd produced a gun his mart-lee.
I sale
told you that hat band •
peered through the window
.rorn somewhere. Its muster
was no good tot this cloak -and• peooded fey bade
opposite my seat. The edge ut
dagger stuff. You didn't believe
the sky dead ahead and to my
,..
the fat Tell said,
me. euh?"
left was • delicate pinkish lavMy muscles tensed. I could see ender turning to red_ We were
He shrugged • fat shoulder.
Into the cabin of the Beechcraft. heading east, then, and south.
"Ildw's
Marta,
Porky?"
The man who'd entered It *is We'd been flying for somewhat
asked.
He turned his ho-ad and tale. moving forward, at a crouch. less than an hour. On a "purse
tened • bulging, dead eye on me. He'd taken off his coat and I ease and south out of Miami we'd
"Marta?" he said. "Who's Mar- could see the gun cradled in s be somewhere over the Bahamas.
holster beneath his left armpit I peered t h r 0 U g h the window
ta?'
"And was it you who killed 1 wondered how .good the fat again. Ahead of U.S and below us
man was with his gun. If I could
Joan Morris, you fat burn?"
could make out, in the faint
toil anger welling up inside ma somehow get to that car without light, the dark, white-fringed
was all i CO114(10 to keep from taking a bullet in the back I'd outline of an island.
throuing myself at him, clawing have it made! I wasn't worried
The shouted Spanish ceased. I
too much about the man in the looked forwaid. The flit man was
tor its throat
cabin, l'd he out of range before looking at me. Ella' lips were
1 forced Myself to wait
The fat man turned again. He he could get himself organized. fending but his suety face was s
was quite an actor. This tune The fat man, then, was my only ,rnask.of, pure hatred. lie shouted
looked
toomethidg else in Spanish to bin
he
genuinely
puzzled. problem. It was now or never,
"Joan Morris is dead?"
was halfway through the aide-kick. Then he swayed to his
I was suddenly weary. "Don t cabin door. Suddenly 1 twisted feet and waddled toward me. the
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For A Hit

Kraft Theatre
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Production
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Exploration
Advice Of
Surgeon

PERSONALS s
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Cress
returned fawn a trip
.16 Virginia and Flartcla. Thehr
son, A. B. Crass, is stationed
with the Navy in Virghnia. They
spent several days visiting with
ham.
••••
Mrs. E. C. Parker, Elm Street,
is vtsating her daughter, Mrs.
Jahn Warner and Mrs. Warner,
in Elizabethtown, for several
days.
•.• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Ben Everett and

New Washer
For Surgical
Tools Made

and Mr.. and Mrs. J. W. Atkins,
Sr., of McKerizie,' Tenn., were
nest's in the borne of Mrs. J.
D. Siecten and daughters, Sunday and attended open house
at the Hank of Murray. Mr.
Everett is president of the McKenzie Bank (Incb Mr. Adana is
CHICAGO -EP- The drudgBy DELOS .SMITH
a director.
United Press Science Editor
ing, malty and often dangerous
•
•
•
•
NEW YORK IR - It is grim
task of washing surgiCal inMr. and Mrs. Curt Jones and Strumersts in a
but not surprising (since the
ispital hoe now
The Suza ranah W&..ey Circle
Mrs. Ha:sell Keller of Detroit, been made as. 4ey as doing the
Saturday. March 22
The Tri Sigma Alumni group highway death toll continues unmeet at 7:30 in the evening in
of the Paris Daentot met ThursThe Dorcas Clasa of the First the home of
Mich.. have been guests this family !atm&
a home washMrs. Lillian Adams, met Thursday evening, *arch abated) that a notecT surgeon
day merrang. March 20 at 11:00 Bapust Church wall meet at 7:30 1602
week of •their mother, Mrs. Mike em.
20 at 7:30 in-the Mureay State advocates opening the abdomens
Main Street.
B1
*
in the home of Mrs. M. B. Peac- in the !Yearning dir a breakfast
Farmer who has been dl at her
••••
College home management house of participants in auto accidents
The revolutionary, fully aue:a, Water
for
careful
Valley. Hoetesses at the Collegiate Grill. Group
home.
Farmer
a
Mrs.
look-se
immuch
is
therein
e
.
with
machin
tomatic
e that has turnMiles Frances Brown as
The layetan Class of the First
were Mesdames Mary ShGnkkin. VII ts in charge with Mrs. rky- Baptist
Like anything else, the techproved and Mr. and Mrs. Jones ed the trick gets its cleanin
Church will mete at 7:00 hostegg.
g
Odell Joiner, Pet Alden:tee, and m MOMS aS captain.
niques
and
of
Mrs..
repair
Hassell
retern
men
will
improv
to
e
Mrs. 0. B. Boone, Jr., presidin the evening tn the home
punch from power - tacked
••••
J. E. James.
with
the
need
improv
their
for
home
ements
this
weeken
,
d.
of Mrs. A. A. Doherty. Grsup ed at the short bus:neas meeting.
•
sound waves, not elbow great.
, ••••
Mrs. Grace.- Russell. Fulton,
and the point of Dr. Edwin M.
The Alpha Department of the VII, with Mrs. Dohert
The machine, known as the
y as Cap- P:3ns were made to furnish
precedent, prescded at, the bu- Murray
Miller,
ofChicago
.
was
Mas.
Eccles
that
VI:ornana
Billington
of Ttentic Ultraanic Washer, is
Club
refreshments for the Founders
will tain, is in charge.
there
ness tract:the. Reixats were (ev- have a potluck supper at 6:30
urgent
is
need
Cleinsville, Florida tasited this TIOW being marketed
fog im- •• • a
Day Dance spancaored by the
nationwide
en tala Mrs. Mischke of her at- p.m. at the club house. Platuseng
peat week in the home of her
Alpha Ch: chapter at the college provements as regards 'the midThursday. March 27
fcr the first time by Amenean
section
of
s
tendance at the executive con- committee is camp...eel of Wayne
people'
who
sitter. Mrs. A. P. Slaughter of Hospital Supply Corporation
get themThe Zeta Department of the to be held at the Paris Landing
if
selves banged up in cars.
ference of the Sicanrialis at Williams. H. 1. &add. Rue Over- Murray
'Murray.
Woman's Club will meet Hotel iin April 5.
Evanetten, 1111. "Ft has undergons
Surgica
lly
it's this way: When
which
• • ••
time :he
shepherdes.s by, am), Canosle Curtail:tn. Hos- this evening at 8:00. It Will be
The alumni chapter will honmore than two yeers of ex"'
the doctor sees the accident
emblem was voted to be used teeses are
Bro. and Mrs. J. H. Thurman tensive testing, held
Mesdames C. la an ,)pen meeting and the public or the graduating sent-ors
with victims, he's naturally impressed
openad r.
TALLAHASSEE. Fla. on the front of all"--• Suzannah Shartateseigh, Sylvia Adana
Pad
as
their
guests
ths
the
week
is
invited
annual Senior Send - Off
-L ai ,aacend.. The proB.
and use in "pilot" terspitals.
bs bloodied faces and heads Scientists at Florida State UM- their daughte
year boobs. Plans tvere made F. Schertfac and Mea Capp:e gram will
r,
Mrs.
Corinne
party
in May.
be given by Ann
machine's
The
effectiveness
and by shattered limbs. While verolity are Vit,ric_ing in a methicd Rexnaat
for the conference luncheon a-) Beale, Lonye Stater and
and her- daughter, Judy may well render
Officer nornunateons were dis- laborin
Mary Cochran. Hostesses are Mtsthe hospital
g to make the indicated that ultimately may - enagle in of Lebanon Junetto
be held in the New Southern last-ter. Speaker will be
n,• Ky. They iner.rurnentt scrubber
Dr. dames Joe 'Baker Lattleten, C. embed for the election to be repairs, he might
obsolete as
minimize or to eat two-year-old bread--and aS.0 visited other relative
Hotel of Jaclaeon. Tenn, in the Alta Presean of Murray
s and the ald was tub. For
State C. Lowry, L. D. 'Miller, Robert held at the April meeting.
overlook abdominal damage.
tipv
Gold Room. Thursday, June 5. coLeste.
enjoy,
it.
friends
in and around Murray.
Dessert and coffee were servMiller, Bill Furgerson, and
Immediate Action Necessary
Mrs.
Under' a contract with the Mrs. Rexrpat has been teaching cleaner matches the work , if
• • ••
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Putda
Dre.a.ien,
ed to Mesdames Res Alexander, The first
Ace McReynolds.
three' men with a thoroughinese
doctor at the victim, U.
Tenn.. presented the program.
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Army
The Hume Department of the 0. B. Boone, Jr., Glenn Pore. Miller said.
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years.
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The wadrier was developed by
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though the time may be in the
the American Hospital Supply
Luncheen was served by the
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for
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Patty
rell
will
Martin
be in charge of the
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of Cadiz; special middle of the night, for a few
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